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				محمد رحیمیان


	
	صداقت من مهم تر از درآمد من است.
	

	
		حتما با من برای مشورت تماس بگیرید.
تلفن مستقیم دفتر تورنتو

	
 
	
	
		905-370-0011 📞
	
	

 شرکت بیمه رحیمیان از سال ۲۰۰۲ در کانادا فعالیت دارد. ما عضو رسمی مشاوران بیمه و امور مالی در کانادا هستیم و با پشتوانه بیش از ۳۰ سال تجربه در ایران و کانادا، ارائه کننده خدمات بیمه فردی، گروهی و سرمایه گذاری می باشیم. من محمد رحیمیان و همکارانم، با تخصص و تجربه خود در زمینه بیمه، برای مشاوره رایگان در خدمتتان هستیم.
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[image: Ali Shorafa]
Ali Shorafa1708106421

                        I have recently purchase a travel health insurance from INSUFIN Insurance Canada for my parents. I was impressed by their commitment to customer satisfaction. Their prompt response and genuine care made me feel valued as a customer. Whether it was a question about coverage or policy, ... they handled every interaction with professionalism and courtesy which leaving me confident in my decision to choose. I highly recommend them to anyone in need of reliable travel insurance for their next adventure.                    


[image: Reza Taghavi]
Reza Taghavi1707858724




[image: reza salahshoor]
reza salahshoor1707450087

                        I am Reza Selahshor for more than two years, I have been using student and family insurance for myself and my family with the very good suggestions of Mr. Rahimian and Mrs. Darya, and I am taking life insurance for myself and my family. First of all, I would like to thank Mr. Rahimian and Mrs. Darya for devoting all the necessary time to me, my wife and my dear child who is a student, which led to the best insurance plan for us during this period. in canada I have found Insofin to be the most professional company in handling our insurance needs, while always answering our questions during this time. During this period, I have used the insurance services of Insofin twice, and I would like to strongly recommend Insofin because cooperation with this company has brought us peace of mind. Reza Salahshoor and Zahra Khajehgi                    


[image: Farzad Aflaki]
Farzad Aflaki1702320669

                        Gratitude to Ms. Darya for offering thorough data and information that helped us secure the right insurance policy for my wife and me. Her continuous support, even post-purchase, has been truly invaluable. We extend our thanks to Ms. Darya and plan on utilizing their services in the future.                    


[image: Mojdeh Moezi]
Mojdeh Moezi1701831191

                        I would like to share here my experience with Insufin Inc. In the first place I wish to thank Mr Rahimian and Ms Darya for allocating all the necessary time to me, my spouse and my mother, which led to the best insurance plan during our stay in Canada. I found Insufin the most professional firm to accommodate our insurance needs, while always being open and available to our questions during this time. I hereby wish to strongly recommend Insufin as working with this firm gave us all the peace of mind during our trip.                    


[image: Fariba Babaei]
Fariba Babaei1701207932

                        Insufin Inc professional services and Insurance policies are not invincible. They rescheduled my sister's travel insurance two times with no question, no fees, no headache. Highly recommended.                    


[image: Lily Beigi]
Lily Beigi1700700078

                        I sent them a message using their website. They replied back right away by sending me the form and the proper instructions. After I finish the form they called me with in an hour. Darya was the person helping me. She was so polite and positive and made the process so easy. She was absolutely lovely. Overall I had a wonderful experience and I will definitely use their services again.                    


[image: Sina Shad]
Sina Shad1697905083

                        Great customer service and guidance regarding the best plan. Highly recommended.                    


[image: mahshid zekavat]
mahshid zekavat1697850495

                        A professional team . special thanks to dear Darya for effective guidance in extending my mother's insurance                    


[image: ALI VALAEI]
ALI VALAEI1690260411

                        This professional company gave me the best price also staff is professional and expert and give us all option for compare and choose the best.Tanks a loth                    


[image: Maryam Ghiasvand]
Maryam Ghiasvand1688182224
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Sadegh Shamlan1686150329




[image: Kamran]
Kamran1683221822

                        When I saw so many people left 5-star review for this company, I was suspicious that something could be wrong. But "I" was wrong. Their service and support is wonderful. They explain everything very clearly and you will be 100% satisfied.I strongly recommend them.Thanks                    


[image: Kamran Etessam]
Kamran Etessam1681833972

                        Based on my experience, I highly recommend The Insufin to anyone in need of insurance products. Their organized approach, quality products and exceptional service make them a standout insurance provider in the community.                    
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Navid Hakimi1681246530
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Ali Ebrahimi1679928866

                        They are very professional and timely.                    


[image: Kamran K]
Kamran K1679510476

                        Highly recommend Insufin services. Mr. Rahimian spent enough time to assess my needs, discuss the options, and answer all my questions. Staff are professional and supportive. Customer service was great, and the process was quick and well managed.                    
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Sahar1676476758
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Reza Rezaey1672789535
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Parastou Ahadi1670362830
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Vahid Akbari1664652345

                        So informative and acknowledged group                    


[image: Saeed Abouzarjomehri]
Saeed Abouzarjomehri1661533579




[image: Ali Dorostkar]
Ali Dorostkar1661196014

                        One of the best insurance brokers                    


[image: Jamshid Naseri]
Jamshid Naseri1657896170

                        Great customer service and good pricing. Thank you                    


[image: Narges Attarmoghaddam]
Narges Attarmoghaddam1654791458




[image: Hosein Amooshahi]
Hosein Amooshahi1654746006

                        Mr. Rahimian is very knowledgable and resourceful. He makes time to walk you through different scenarios and openly answers your questions so that you can make an informed decision based on your needs and goals. I had a great experience and will recommend him to anyone looking for any insurance plans.                    


[image: Maryam Razaghi]
Maryam Razaghi1650853182




[image: Keyvan Jalali]
Keyvan Jalali1650635582

                        Prefect customer service and price.                    


[image: Sima Porousan]
Sima Porousan1648211898

                        I really thank you for the best insurance.I recommend this company to everyone because they have a high connection and they offered me the best price for full coverage insurance compared to other companies.                    


[image: Jeff Walters]
Jeff Walters1646696877

                        Excellent service and advise. I am in contact with them for over 10 years and I highly recommend Insufin/Mr. Rahimian. They are very professional ,knowledgeable and friendly !                    


[image: violet M]
violet M1645125856

                        Happy to deal with this company.My agent, Darya, is the BEST! She's professional and a pleasure to deal with. Always has the answers for me and is quick to respond to my emails and phone calls.                    


[image: ahmad baki]
ahmad baki1644533506

                        Mr Rahimian is a very professional person with super excellent customer care serviceHe is supper man with great information that you can trust I think he is  one of the best in his jobThank you Mr RahimianAhmad Baki                    


[image: Kamran Ghafari]
Kamran Ghafari1643487589

                        I´m very happy to have got my life insurance, RRSP,  and my mom´s travel insurance with Insufin. Mr. Rahimian is very knowledgable, patient, detail oriented and responsible.I would absolutely recommend him for insurance and financial services.                    


[image: Hooman Shirazi]
Hooman Shirazi1643227414

                        Mr.Rahimian and his team always professional and responsible regards all my request . I highly recommend Insufin Inc for support your business .                    


[image: Parsa Edalathami]
Parsa Edalathami1643061303

                        Me and my family have been clientele for this business for many years now. I can say that they are the best in my hometown. They are absolutely amazing at customer service, and they deliver any needs in a timely-matter. I highly recommend this team as they are a very professional business.                    


[image: Sarem Nejad]
Sarem Nejad1643057705

                        I bought travel insurance for my mother visiting Canada from Insufin. I enjoyed the responsiveness and professionalism of the staff.                    
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sahar m1642019577
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Ali Akbari1640735067




[image: Arsalan Kahnemuyipour]
Arsalan Kahnemuyipour1640621852

                        We had to get medical insurance for our trip last minute, i.e. on a Sunday less than 24 hours before our trip. Once we did everything we could to cancel our trip due to the Canadian government's travel advisory to no avail, we needed medical insurance in case we got stranded abroad due to COVID. I contacted Insufin and within a couple hours, with the help of Moe Rahimian, we had the coverage we needed. I found the service professional, prompt and very reasonable.                    


[image: shahab tabatabaie]
shahab tabatabaie1640133775

                        Your great service is appreciated.Thanks to all of you!                    


[image: Shahrooz]
Shahrooz1640035102

                        I am glad to meet with Insufin Inc. They have a excellent customer services and provide me a constructive and a educated information. they are so professional and reliable.                    
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saeideh Sadeghzadeh1638930567
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sina golestanirad1638908752
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nazi Teymurian1637877134
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Moe Shams1637785444
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Afshin Kheirandish1636495141

                        Professional person with rapid response.                    
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Vida Boveiri1636301041
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farnaz droodgar1635290085




[image: Nima Sadoughi]
Nima Sadoughi1635185162

                        Always helpful! Quick response, reasonable prices!                    


[image: Mohammad Ali Kashi]
Mohammad Ali Kashi1634969719

                        A professional company in insurance field with well experienced staff.Nice Job Insufin :)                    


[image: laleh Dehghani]
laleh Dehghani1630439910

                        Had my best experience dealing with insurance companies. Very friendly, helpful, and professional staff. Quick turnaround and easy steps are also some positive points that I would like to add.                    


[image: Karim Bokani zad]
Karim Bokani zad1630336664

                        من به نوبه خود از خدمات ارزنده این شرکت قدردانی میکنم ،کیفیت کارشون خوب ،هزینه هاشون پایین و سرعت عملشون عالیست .                    


[image: Parni Tayebi]
Parni Tayebi1629821487

                        I purchased visitor insurance from this company for my family and I was happy with their services, also their follow up before insurance deadline was convenient.                    


[image: sanaz k]
sanaz k1629423726

                        Excellent service, friendly staff, I'm really satisfied with the experience and customer service provided by Insufin regarding my mother's visitor insurance coverage.                    


[image: Yasmin davoudi]
Yasmin davoudi1629249770

                        They are very easy to work with. Very professional in what they  do and were able to find a great travel insurance for my parents. Completely satisfied.                    


[image: Hossein Moarefi]
Hossein Moarefi1628014796

                        If you want peace of mind while traveling, I highly recommend you Insufin Inc. They are professional and responsive, and provide you the best services with reasonable price.Hossein and Katayoun                    
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Farzam Nejabatkhah1626878502
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camellia khanjannezhad1624457531

                        Great customer service!                    
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Ali Maleki1622216901
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Armita Omidian1622066235

                        Excellent, remarkableDear leila,Many thanks for your all help and support and actually your responsibility .I am humbled and greatful.Dear MR.RahimianYou are the best , I am so happy to know Insufin ,I value the help you’ given me.Good luckAll the bestArmita                    


[image: S Pazhman]
S Pazhman1620705381

                        I am very pleased with their service. Staff are  pleasant and professional. I give them five stars                    


[image: azar hosseini]
azar hosseini1620250059

                        I bought insurance for my sister from this company .In my opinion, this company is very professional and has the best prices, customer service was great .I specially thank Darya, she provided excellent services to me .                    


[image: Wael Safwat]
Wael Safwat1618402818

                        I was very pleased with the outstanding professional services extended by Insufin and the Owner Mr. Moe. Indeed a trusted partner who provided excellent services. Highly recommended                    


[image: Ben Fa]
Ben Fa1606774889

                        Mr. Rahimian is professional, punctual and honest. He provides the best service for his clientsI strongly suggest him to anybody looking for any kind of insuranceHe is the best of best.                    


[image: aazam khayatzadeh]
aazam khayatzadeh1606262016

                        I bought life insurance and critical illness from this company for my two children and myself. Their customer service was great and I had a very good experience with them. I would like to express my deep gratitude for all their effort and support for finding the best insurance for my children and me.                    


[image: Front Desk]
Front Desk1605650958

                        Very professional, quick response, best prices and exemplary service. I always get my parents’ insurances from them and recommend them to all my patients. I specially thank Darya who has made our life so much easier!!                    
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Elham Rahmani1605234306
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Kian1604429564

                        Darya and Mohammad provided excellent customer service when we contacted them to inquire about supervisa health insurance. They went above and beyond to make sure we understand our options. The online form was very straightforward snd they were very pleasant to talk to. We recommend them with no hesitation.                    


[image: Masoud Fazel]
Masoud Fazel1601997107

                        This professional company gave me the best price in Canada.Other companies pushed me to buy one year. But these guys just respected my opinion.Ms. Darya is both friendly and responsible.Strongly advised!👍👍👍👍👍                    


[image: samineh farahmand]
samineh farahmand1600738869

                        I bought a travel insurance from this company, their customer service is great, Ms Darya explained me all the things carefully, I highly recommend them to my friends                    
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farzaneh azizpour1593631976




[image: maryam monajem]
maryam monajem1591988342

                        Miss Leila Kashi is wonderful. She is knowledgeable and very nice. Thanks                    


[image: Mehran Bordbar]
Mehran Bordbar1591905937

                        Thank you Mr. Rahimian for explaining all options with great attention to details which was so helpful. I am grateful for the time you spent to explain everything and the the services you provided. I will definitely continue using your services in the future.                    


[image: Peyman Amin Moayed]
Peyman Amin Moayed1588278511

                        Thank you Mr.Rahimian for the explanation and the time and efforts you spent in finding me the best insurance plan. I appreciate your service. I definitely will continue the extension of our cooperation in other insurance cases.                    


[image: Esmat Mir-Hosseini]
Esmat Mir-Hosseini1588187310

                        I am very please with the services of Insufin Inc and great customer service of their representative, Mr. Rahimian.  All staffs are very polite and thoughtful and create a great rapport with their customers.  Thank you very much for all your help and consideration.                    
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Jalal Parhizkar1587589729
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Elham Kordzadeh1585602727
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maryam fayazbakhsh1585171979

                        I bought insurance from this company, their customer service is excellent. They gave me lots of useful information on insurance. Definitely recommend                    
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mohammadreza etebar1585008381
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Maral Panah1584973854

                        Great service to meet the needs of the customers.Friendly staff (Miss Darya)gives you all information you need kindly and patiently.Would highly recommend them to anyone looking for insurance!                    
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Ali Mckee1584812420
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Hassan Khani1584217438
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Mandana Sanaty1583623345

                        Highly recommended                    


[image: Bahareh Jamei]
Bahareh Jamei1583537265

                        Hi all,I’m really satisfied for insufin insurance service.  To me.specially miss Darya she gave  me very useful information regarding variety of plans and insurance companies.she answered all my questions patiently. The thing that I really like about this company is their fast and friendly services to their costumers.                    


[image: Human Kambakhsh]
Human Kambakhsh1583372055

                        Very professional and courteous insurance specialist...                    


[image: Edrin H]
Edrin H1581627423

                        Very professional and also friendly experience with Insufin inc. I recommend them to my friends.                    


[image: Amirreza Derayatifar]
Amirreza Derayatifar1581543145

                        Great customer service and very efficient. Reasonable fees and excellent services.                    
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Hakimeh Emamgholi1581196333
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Mo Sabouti1581114621

                        Insufin group provide the best competitive rates. The staffs are extremely helpful, polite, caring and expert in their job. They don't hang up the phone till they make sure you got all your answers and usually provide different options as well. Congrats to the Management!                    
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Davoud Hosseini Kaklar1580777942
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Havasil Inc.1580594655

                        I’ve used their service since I immigrated here. Very knowledgeable. Real canadian customer service. Highly recommended.                    


[image: Hossein Nazemzadeh]
Hossein Nazemzadeh1580353352

                        I am very pleased with the service they offered me. Special thanks to the management, mr. Rahimian, for giving me great offers and advising me on my life insurance. Extremely organized, respectful, and great personality. I am so happy with their work. Thank you.                    


[image: Alireza Sharif]
Alireza Sharif1580350909

                        Very helpful and professional staff. Reasonable price and good services.Many thanks to Mrs. Leyla Kashi for her  follow-up and respectful  manner.Very satisfied with customer service.I recommend Insufin to anyone in need of insurance services.                    


[image: Ghazaleh Moghaddam]
Ghazaleh Moghaddam1578804461

                        I got visitor insurance from Insufin Inc. twice. Staffs are polite and work super fast!                    
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Majid Bahari1577617760
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Sanaz B1576790685

                        I dealt with Leila, she was able to help me find the insurance that best fit our need. Everything happened in a timely manner. Would recommend this company to friends and family.                    


[image: Farshid Shabafroozan]
Farshid Shabafroozan1575435420

                        I know Mr. Rahimian and his team at Inufine for years. He is genuine, very honest, caring and your very best friend when it comes to insurance or financial planning. He doesn't want to sell insurance, he genuinely wants to help his clients. He always have the best interest of his clients in his mind and tries very hard to give his best advice and coverage. I never forget when I heard that one of his clients didn't take his advice and their parent had stroke. They couldn't afford the medical expenses. Mr. Rahimian was thinking all day long, called them several days and drove out of GTA to visit them in person and help them. He has every Insurance in North America. He gets no commission and gives the actual mother companies price. That's why you cannot go wrong with Insufin. He is the person that I trust and you should too                    
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